Introduction
On the circle group T let L2(T) = {/:/ G L2(T) and ¡rf = 0} . If 0 > 0 on T, /T0 = 1 and 0 denotes the Fourier Transform of 0, then |0| is bounded away from one on Zn{0}c. Consequently, the linear operator defined on l2(Z xx {0)c) by d -* d -4>d is bounded and invertible. It then follows from the Riesz-Fischer Theorem that 7_0(T) = {/ -0 * /: / G L (T)} . It is an
•y easy consequence of this that any 0-invariant linear functional on L (T) is a multiple of Lebesgue measure and is therefore continuous.
One purpose of this paper is to extend these results in several ways. The circle group is replaced by a general compact group G, Lq(T) is replaced by Lq(G) = {/:/ G Lp(G) and fGf = 0} and instead of considering convolution by a single probability measure in Lx (T), as above, convolutions by elements of some given family of probability measures on G are considered simultaneously. Here, the main result is the following.
Theorem. Let G be a compact group with dual G and let S be a subset of MX(G) such that (i) the elements of S are not simultaneously supported by a proper closed subgroup of G, and (ii) some average of elements of S has a Fourier transform whose norm is bounded away from one on the complement of some finite subset of G. Then there exist px, p2, ... , pn e S so that for all 1 <p < oo, LP0(G) = iJ2(fi-ßl,♦/,):/, ,f2,...,fneLp(G)\.
Also, any linear functional on LP(G) which is p¡-invariant for each 1 < i < n, is a multiple of Haar measure and is therefore continuous.
This type of result is an analogue for convolutions of earlier results which have been obtained for translations in LP(G). Among these is the result of G. Meisters and W. Schmidt [6] according to which every translation invariant linear form on L (G) is continuous, for any compact connected abelian group G. On the other hand, Meisters showed in [7] that if G is compact and disconnected, or if G is noncompact, L (G) may have discontinuous translation invariant linear functionals. If G is a given compact abelian group whose component of the identity is C, L. Bagget and G. Meisters [8, p. 436] proved that if every translation invariant linear functional on L (G) is continuous then C7/C has a finitely generated dense subgroup, and the converse of this statement was proved by B. Johnson in [4] . More recently, J. Bourgain [1] has proved that for 1 < p < oo, every translation invariant linear form on LP(T) is continuous.
In [16] , G. Woodward proved that for a noncompact, o -compact group, L (G) admits translation invariant, discontinuous linear functionals. If it is further assumed that G is amenable, he proved that for 1 < p < oc, LP(G) also admits translation invariant, discontinuous linear functionals. On the other hand, if G is not amenable, G. Willis [15] has proved that there are no nonzero translation invariant linear functionals on LP(G) for 1 < p < oo .
A second purpose of this paper is to obtain analogues of these results of Woodward where translations on the group are replaced by convolutions by measures in M (G) which satisfy certain growth conditions. These results are then applied to show that for each 1 < p < oo , LP(R) has an infinite, linearly independent family of translation invariant, discontinuous linear functionals which are not ¿P (E)-invariant. This is proved by showing that the subspace of LP(R) spanned by {f-ôg*f:feLp(R) and geR} is both contained and has infinite codimension in the subspace of LP(R) spanned by {f-<t>*f: f G LP(R) and 0 G & (R)}. Some notation to be used in the paper now follows.
Let M(G) denote the regular Borel probability measures on G, let M (G) denote the probability measures in M(G) and let &X(G) = MX(G) n LX(G).
If p G M(G), p is defined in M(G) by p(A) = p(A~x). Let S C MX(G)
and let X be a Banach space of functions on G or let X be LP(G) for some 1 < P < oo . Then X is said to be S-invariant if for all p e S and / G X , the convolution p * f is defined and is in X. In this case let A(X, S) = I ¿C/J -p^fA-.ne N,ptGS and feXforl<i<n
I ¿=i
If S = {r5 :g G (7} and ^T is S-invariant, then X is said to be translation invariant, and A(A", S) is denoted by A(X, G). Let ^"' denote the algebraic dual of X, and let X be S-invariant. Then an element T of X' is said to be S-invariant if T(/¿ * /) = T(f) for all ¿t G S and / G X. Clearly, T iŝ -invariant if and only if T = 0 on A(.Y, S). If A" is translation invariant, a functional 77 G A-' is said to be translation invariant if it is {¿^-invariant for all g G G. The set of all 5-invariant functionals in X' is denoted by I(X, S), and the set of all translation invariant functionals in X' is denoted by I(X ,G).Of course, I(X, G) = I(X, {âg: g G G}).
A particular left invariant Haar measure on the locally compact group G will be denoted by a . The bounded continuous complex-valued functions on G will be denoted by C(G), the functions in C(G) which vanish at infinity will be denoted by CQ(G), and the left uniformly continuous functions in C(G) will be denoted by CU'G). Each of the spaces C0(G), CU(G), C(G) and LP(G) for 1 < p < oo is A71(C7)-invariant. The identity element of G is denoted by e.
The general setting
Let S be a subset of MX(G) and let X be a space LP(G) for some 1 < p < oo, or let X be an S-invariant Banach space of complex valued functions on G. Proof. It is obvious that if T G X', then T e I(X, S) if and only if T = 0 on A(X, S). Also, if h G X xx A(X, S)c, there is 770 G X1 so that T0(h) ¿ 0 but T0 = 0 on A(X, S). Then T0 g I(X, S) but h does not belong to the kernel of 770 . Conclusions (i) and (ii) follow from these observations. Proposition 2. Let Sx and S2 be subsets of M (G) such that for some v g Sx , v*S2CSx. Then I(X, 5 ) ç I(X, S2) and A(X, S2) ç A(X, Sx).
Proof. Let T e I(X, Sx), peS2 and feX. Then T(p*f) = T(v*p*f) = T(f), as v * p G Sx. Hence, T e I(X, S2) so that I(X, Sx) ç I(X, S2). The remainder follows from (ii) of Lemma 1.
Corollary. Let 1 < p < oo. Then A(LP(G),G) ç A(LP(G), &>X(G)) and
Proof If a G G and 0 G ^'(G), then 0 * r5a G â°x(G). Hence Proposition 1 applies.
Definitions. A nonempty subset S of MX(G) is said to be adapted if p(A) = 1 for all ¿i G S implies that the group generated by A is dense in G. This is equivalent to requiring that there is no proper closed subgroup of G which supports all elements of S. A single measure p G S is said to be adapted if {p} is adapted.
If G is noncompact, a family (Aa)aeI of subsets of G is called dispersed if for each « g N, and each compact subset K of G, there are ax, a2, ... , an e I such that A KxxA K = 0 for all 1 </<;'< n .
Proposition3. Let G be o-compact and let S be a nonempty subset of Mx (G).
Then the following hold: (o(t)u, v) dp(t), for all u, v G H .
Jg
If Se M1 (G), let H(S) be defined by 77(5) = J n~l (¿A*,-) :« G N and /z, G S for all 1 < / < n \ .
Then S ç H(S).
Lemma 2. Let G be a compact group and let S be a subset of MX(G). Then the following hold: 
for all p e S. As p > 0, and as x -► ((o(x))(u), u) is continuous on G, we deduce that
for all x belonging to the support of p, for any p £ S. Thus, for any such x, (o(x))(u) is a multiple of u. Using (3.1), it now follows that (o(x))(u) = u,for all x belonging to the support of any p G S. As S is adapted, (o(x))(u) = u for all x G G, which contradicts the fact that o ^ i and a is irreducible. (ii) Let {p * p: p £ S} he adapted and let o £ G xx {i}c. Then as in the proof of (i) it follows that there are px, ... , pn£ S so that f|{Kernel of ((/*,. * pf(o) -Ia): 1 < / < n) = {0}.
Hence, if u £ Ha and ||«|| = 1, then for some / G {1, 2, ...,«} , ||/í(((t)m|| < 1. As Ha is finite dimensional, Ua is norm compact and it follows that IK'(E"=1/i,-(ff))ll < I-Hence, if we let v = «"'(EL,^), v £ H(S) and \\v(o)\\ < 1 . It should be noted that the choice of v and the va is independent of p and / G Lq(G) . This proves (3.2) for 2 < p < 00 and also contains the proof with /7 = 2.Ifl<p<2,an interpolation argument similar to the one above suffices to prove the statement. The remaining part of the theorem follows immediately. Corollary 1. Let G be a compact group and let S be an adapted subset of Mx (G) such that S n PX(G) ^ 0. Then there are px, ... , pn £ S so that for all 1 < p < 00, Lo(G) = {¿(/« -Pi * ft)-ft e Lp(G)far 1 < 1 < n\ . Proof. We have, for any Borel subset B of G, f <f>*4>dÀ= f (f <t>(s)dÀ(s))(t>(rl)dX(t).
If ¡A 0 * ipdl = 1, since 0 * 0 G 9° X(G), it follows that ¡AnC 0 * tpdk > 0 for each component C of G. In particular, JAnC 0 * tpdX > 0, where C0 is the component of the identity. It follows from Proposition 2 of [9] that the group generated by AnC0 equals C0 . Hence, the group generated by A contains C0 and intersects each coset of C0 , so it must equal G. Hence 0 * 0 is adapted. Now Lemmas 2(ii) and 3 show that Theorem 1 applies with S = {0} . Corollary 3. Let G be a compact abelian group, and let p £ MX(G) be such that \p\ is bounded away from 1 on Gx\{t)c. Then for each l<p<oo, Lp(G) = {f-p*f:f£Lp(G)}.
Any linear functional on LP(G) which is p-invariant is a multiple of the Haar measure on G. Proof. Since \p\ is bounded away from Ion Gn {i}c, p is not supported by a proper closed subgroup of G. Hence p is adapted and Theorem 1 applies.
Remarks. 1. Corollary 2 implies that if 0 G ¿PX(G), where G is a compact connected group, then LP0(G) = {f -0 * f:Lp(G)} for all 1 < p < oo . This is a substantial strengthening of the Corollary to Theorem 4 in [9] , which only 2 applies to such groups when the regular representation of G upon L0(G) does not weakly contain the trivial representation.
2. Corollary 3 may also be proved by the method given for Lg(T) in the introduction, and then using interpolation theory. 
Results on noncompact groups
In this section, conditions are given which ensure that certain types of discontinuous invariant functionals exist on various function spaces on noncompact groups. If A , K are relatively compact subsets of G, let Z(A, K) = {x:x£ A and xA~x D K}. Proof. We have (p*xA)(x) = JGxA(s~lx)dp(s) = JKXxA->dp. Hence p*xA = 1 on Z(A, K), so xA ~ P * XA -0 on Z(A, K). Also, if xA~x x\K = 0, then P * XA{x) = 0. Hence xA ~ P * XA = 0 outside of KA u A . Thus, xA~P*XA is zero outside (A U KA) xx Z(A, K)c, as required. and it has infinite codimension in A(X, £P (R)). There exists in X' an infinite, linearly independent family of translation invariant linear functionals, such that each of these is discontinuous and is not fP (R)-invariant.
Proof. The Corollary to Proposition 2 shows that A(X, R) is a subspace of A(X,â»x(R)). Un, s G N let Kn s = (-n , ns) and let xs = (Kn ,)~, G S"(R). Also, let V = (-l, 1).
Case 1. 1 < p < oo . Let 1 < r < p , let ô > 0 he chosen so that r/p + ô < 1, and let p~x + q~x = 1 (if p = oo, 0 < ô < 1 , r/p = 0 and q = I). Remark. When G is a noncompact, nondiscrete, cr-compact group which is amenable as a discrete group, it has been proved by E. Granirer [2] (see also related results of W. Rudin in [14] that L°°(G) has an invariant mean which is not ^l(G)-invariant. Corresponding results for C(G) have been derived by J. Rosenblatt [11] . The means on these spaces are continuous. Theorem 4 seems to provide the first example of a discontinuous linear functional on a space L°°(G) or C(G) which is translation invariant but not ^1(G)-invariant.
